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SC Q’s Answered

SC Q’s Unanswered

Public Q’s Answered

Public Q’s Unanswered

N.B. Answers primarily written by Powderhouse Studios team, with review and feedback by
district Central Office staff. Some questions have been flagged “[ Awaiting additional district
information ]” where additional information has been solicited.

School Committee Questions (Answered)
Curriculum
What is a program vs a project? What is the potential scope of projects and programs at
the school?
UPDATED: Could we get examples of potential student projects and faculty programs of
study? These concrete examples would help to understand what students might actually
be doing.
Are there opportunities for students to take World Languages?
How will academic progress and/or gaps be measured at PHS? How often are projects
mapped back onto academic standards?
What are the mechanisms by which students will be exposed to curricula and standards
(e.g. in Social Studies and Visual/Performing Arts) which may not be covered in their
projects?
Budget
What policies need to be in place to ensure that PHS's fundraising efforts are part of a
comprehensive district plan?
What is projected cost per student per year once this is up and running?
Once the XQ grant runs out, how will PHS be sustained financially?
Would PHS receive the same amount per student per school year as other SPS schools
or would the amount be prorated to reflect the longer school year?
How will student out of school learning (college courses, travel, etc.) be funded?
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Would the district budget fund PHS staff individual projects, studies, or other
professional development pursuits? When would these activities take place?
What is the rent on the space at Broadway and how long is the lease for?
Schedule
How much longer of a day is PHS? How does 105pm with 1 hour for lunch compare to
SHS schedule? How many days are youth expected to attend per year, or what will be
typical?
How will IEP services be scheduled?
Enrollment
How realistic is it that outplaced students could be served at PHS?
How and when have Somerville families “preregistered”?
Based on current district wide statistics, what percentage of each PHS cohort would be
ELL and Special Ed students?
Policies & procedures
What does it mean for students to “elect to graduate”? Could students choose instead to
stay extra years and delay graduation?
What are "appropriate special education evaluations"?
Can we get an elaboration on the "restorative practices" PHS would employ?
What is process for PHS to develop staff evaluations?
Professional development
Can you tell us more about staff "onboarding"? How is this funded and would it count
towards years of service?
Staffing
Which school hires is the Superintendent responsible for? Does the district have any
input in naming Board of Trustees?
Is it possible to get a sidebyside comprehensive comparison of PHS staff and rest of
SPS all in one place? Salary, schedule, certification requirements, etc.
How exactly will the Board of Trustees be selected, by whom, with what restrictions, and
for what terms?
Other
What will the Somerville School Committee be asked to vote on, "autonomies" or the
entire Innovation School Plan?
How do we resolve conflicts between the ISP and the MOU negotiated with the STA ?
Who approves substantive changes to the Innovation School Plan?
Can the School Committee delegate to the Superintendent authority to resolve questions
of additional changes or issues as they arise at PHS?
Is there a process for advising the School Committee of options or responding to
questions?
Did PHS and city and/or district sign a MOU regarding intellectual property rights?
What elements of the PHS innovations are already being implemented/or are in the
planning stages in other programs in SPS Middle School/High School? // What
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distinguishes Powderhouse from other district programs, innovations, initiatives already
happening in the district? // What students does the school target and why is it different
from other SPS programs, innovation, initiatives of SPS?
One of the things mentioned was that there are going to be advisories –– which will
similarly be built in with the new high school curriculum –– and the “1,000 hour project,”
which I’m going to call a Capstone Project. My understanding is that something similar
is also going to be built in to the new high school curriculum. I would like to understand
more about that to help inform our decision.
Could Powderhouse Studios develop a fact sheet which has two columns  Column 1
Full Wave/Next Circle and Column 2 Powderhouse Studios? // Could we also have a
snapshot of three different "student days" for Powderhouse Studios and Full Circle/Next
Wave?
How will the school impact the time of current Somerville Public Schools staff?
How would adopting PHS benefit the district as a whole? // How will SPS and PHS
systematically share and integrate the experience and learning from PHS to all schools
(staff and students.)? // What is the capacity and design of PHS to share innovation
outward with the district?
How will Powderhouse Studios be governed? Who would sit on the Board of Trustees?
How are these individuals selected?
How will partnerships be identified and administered, under the oversight of SPS? The
plan specifically requests “autonomy”. For example, in the past SPS and Powerhouse
applied for the same grant, and SPS was not informed. Coordination, under the
oversight of SPS is expected.
What is the proposed budget for Powderhouse Studios in years 1, 2, and 5? // Provide a
detailed budget for the first five years of operation, including both district and grant
funded expenses, salaries, equipment, etc. // How is the $10 million grant going to be
spent?
// The number one question from constituents is financial: they are assuming that the
$10 million in grant funds will be put into the school and that it will not have a financial
impact. When we know what the financials will look like is that absolute key.
What specifies the obligation to provide per pupil funding in the context of grant funding?
// What specifies the per pupil funding in the grant funding? Is that a state obligation, is it
a federal obligation? If a school could be completely funded by a grant, as a public
entity, do we have that obligation to put in per pupil funding?
How do we implement something that could be $$ per student higher than our K8 or
SHS due to the grant. How will this work under the umbrella of the equity policy?
Are there standards that every cohort will cover — even lightly? // The expectation that
the only MA Common Core standards that you’re going to cover are math and ELA?
What about science, history, etc? I hope there are other things –– say from the history
standard –– that would be required. Let’s say there’s 100 standards. There are 25 of
them that I would look to a school like this to say, you know what, these 25 of the 100
we’re definitely going to cover, because this is what makes a fantastic citizen or
whatever. Is that the plan?
You mentioned a couple places that there are primary learning goals that everyone
should have. How will it be decided? // You said during our last meeting that there were
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certain standards that wouldn’t be touched if you’re going into depth over breadth, and
so my question becomes: who and how will the decision be made? My colleague asked
a specific question about the Civil Rights Act, and you said that was something everyone
should learn. Who decides what those things are? And furthermore, going back to the
timeline of the school being started in the fall, when will this list be made publically
available to people? // I want to see a checklist of what a student is going to learn. A
parent asked me this weekend, “If I don’t understand what it is, how can I possibly
entrust my kid to them? And it still sounds interesting.”
Current state standards aren’t competency based, so how will PHS map standards over?
What type of oversight will there be at the school that students are accessing the MA
standards?
Where is PHS’s curriculum decided? Who makes the decision on what is taught?
I believe that there was instruction done at the Healey school [by the Powderhouse
team] –– I’d like to know what were the lessons learned, and what kind of evaluation was
done there? Can you share that back with us? Provide any documentation of the
outcomes of the Healey pilot, including mapping of projects back to standards, that
would demonstrate the model proposed by this application.
I would very much like to see some very detailed examples of a seminar might look like
and where that syllabus would be coming from and who’s developing that?
PHS is seeking autonomy “in designing, developing and managing the Individualized
Learning Plan System”, would this be under the oversight of the district technology
leadership? Although homegrown systems can be helpful in the short term, over time
they can be burdensome to administer and maintain and would require the district to
staff with those with the knowledge or contract out. In addition a home grown system
could create challenges with integrating with district data systems, limiting connectivity
and sharing across the district with this work.
How will the district handle parents of students who do not get into Powderhouse
Studios?
How will we handle students who want to transfer out of Powderhouse Studios? // How
is it that we will map in a transparent way that students and parents can know in
advance what it is that we do for students who, for whatever reason, do not complete
their experience at Powderhouse Studios, and choose or are forced to return to a more
traditional schooling system?
What if the school fails as a pilot?
What if parents/guardians think PHS is a good option, but the district or school staff
disagree?
How exactly does the enrollment algorithm deliver on the promise of demographic
representation and student fit?
How will PHS handle students with significant behavioral challenges?
What does this look like if it succeeds? What does it look like if it doesn’t succeed? What
is the biggest risk here? What is the most likely thing that would tell us this isn’t working?
Provide a list of all the current and in progress agreements/commitments, verbal, in
writing or contractual, with partners and vendors, including a brief description of scope
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and commitment. Include rental agreements (sq footage & cost), major equipment
purchases or leases, partnerships and grant applications.
Contracts and vendors
Verbal agreements, partnerships, exploratory work
Rental agreements, etc.
Grant applications
How will intellectual property work at Powderhouse? The expectation that the individual
benefit over public benefit for an institution that is publicly funded is questionable.
Exemplary policies
Research and related materials
Please provide the plans for the space at the Powderhouse complex.
Please provide details on the experience of the currently identified Powderhouse staff,
specifically in the role of teacher or administrator of a public school.
In general some autonomies are broad, which necessitate clarity on what specifically is
being asked for before the SC or administration can agree. Each question or item that is
not detailed results in complex and time consuming negotiation.
When can we have translations of the application? I understand that the applicant was
asked for this over a year ago, so I would like to know when that can be completed so
we can move forward. // Translation has been a question [from constituents].
I would like a definitive list of the documents needed –– and which versions –– to have a
complete understanding of the Powderhouse plan. // I’d like to confirm the current copy I
have of the Innovation Plan –– labeled version 3.1.1 –– is the right one that I should be
looking at.
Re: admissions for an older student, who may not be starting as a 13 or 15year old:
how can a school funded with public dollar close their admission? How come it’s not
automatic that an older student would be admitted to the school?
Who manages finances, specifically around procurement? What happens if the director
of PHS and Superintendent disagree on spending programmatically?
How does the curriculum address the achievement gap for Somerville's Latino
population?
Where can people find information about Powderhouse’s office hours and other
information sessions?
[Another of the big three questions I’ve been getting from constituents is] mapping back
to standards.
When can we have Powderhouse Studios, LLC’s form 990s from both 2017 and 2018?
What is your plan, keeping in mind current District goals and work in this area, to hire a
diverse workforce?
How will you ensure that your staff will have themselves the breadth of exposure enough
to know what kinds of things to expose students to, if your goal isn’t to expose them to
everything in the admittedly very broad common standards?
If this were to be approved on March 4th, what are the things that need to happen from
March 5th to the day school opens? // I’m curious about a detailed timeline –– given that
there is a truncated time between now and the start of the 20192020 academic year ––
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of goals by week, definitely by month, in order to get this school off the ground, because
it’s going to be a heavy lift.
The teachers will be certified in digital literacy, but given that there have been mentions
of Montessori education or, especially that it’s going to be very project based, I would like
to what else type of additional certifications or credentials these educators are expected
to have, because project based learning is a different way of learning than many
teachers will be trained in.
I am specifically looking for the theoretical scholars and foundations that PHS may have
based this work on –– any actual materials or articles, I would love to see them.
A slide at a public presentation said that the student body would reflect the youth of
Somerville and yet the presenter said it would reflect the population of SHS. Which one
is it? Why are we so late in the process without having a clear understanding?
In the proposal there appears to be references to staff using district resources for their
own learning. I don’t know what that is, and I’d like to have a dollar cost and an estimate
of how much time would be used on that.
Given that PHS has no time limit on graduation –– that a student could graduate from
high school in 3 years or up to 6 or 7 years –– has the range of years of a student
potentially being enrolled been accounted in the different financial calculations?
Regarding Special Ed: given the apparent flexibility of the schedule, there’s real concern
about how will services be delivered on the service grid? How can a parent be assured
that those services will be delivered. There are a number of questions about what kind
of training and experience will the staff will have in order to be able to address a variety
of disabilities?
On slide 6 [of the curriculum and staffing presentation] there is some language about
staffing structure. It’s really unclear to me what that text means.
In a related question about staffing structure: in the first year at the public site, we have
some estimated budgets of the low and high. What would that translate to for the first
cohort of 3040 students? How many FTE’s are we talking about? I see in a later slide
the number of staff –– a computational specialist, the ELA specialist, the case manager.
For that first year, what does that staff structure look like?
In part of your response earlier, you mentioned that parents will assist with the ILP. It
occurred to me that parents who understand these issues and understand history and
science, that know how to advocate for their children, will have a marked advantage over
families who don’t. How will it be that you will ensure that the quality of a child’s
education at Powderhouse isn’t dependent on their family’s ability to advocate for them
or understand the curriculum?
School Committee questions (Unanswered)
Can we get a one page visual that shows where this school fits into SPS?
Provide details of the STA vote, how many members participated and what outcome of
the vote.
Constituent questions (Answered)
What is our local spending per student net state aid?
How much will PHS tuition be?
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How many students are currently in outofdistrict placement? What are their needs and
current school tuitions? Which are PHS likely to recruit back?
What are current teachers’ salaries (which informs how many sections would need to
close to cover the anticipated cost)?
What is a Sheltered English Immersion endorsement?
With little outreach and Englishonly materials how can Powderhouse Studios
reasonably enlist a proportional number of Hispanic students? The current PHS
materials are Englishonly, how have they managed to preenroll a representative
population of students from nonEnglish speaking families? How will the targeting efforts
be organized to have a representative pool of candidates?
What happens if there are very few applicants from certain group? How you ensure fair
representation?
Isn’t the PHS mission similar to the Next Wave School as well? Could PHS fold into
Next Wave instead of being a separate entity? Why couldn’t Powderhouse Studios be
folded into NW/FC?
Could PHS (in full or in part) exist within SHS, or become an extended program like El
Sistema? Why couldn’t the innovations of Powderhouse Studios part of Somerville High
School? There are many appealing elements to Powderhouse. However, why does this
school have to be independent?
Given the new design of the high school, and the apparent consolidation of offices on
Central Hill, why are we expanding?
Can you share the financial plan for PHS? // Where can I find the the financial
analysis/model showing the school saves the district in the long term? // What is the
school’s projected budget for first 3 years? How much of that is from district, how much
is from the XQ grant? // What will happen when the startup fundraising runs out?
Will my taxes increase? Homeowners are receiving increases for the new high school
and the green line already.
How would the existing district budget be redistributed if PHS is authorized? Will
existing district programs could be closed?
Should the resources to innovate go to a new school serving a small group of students,
or to the existing schools serving many?
How has the XQ award been spent to date? And how will it be spent in the future?
Would supporting Powderhouse Studios potentially cut from other district programs?
Would it require cutting budget from other schools?
Can you explain in lay terms the weighted lottery algorithm? How would PHS’s weighted
lottery work, especially with regard to considering gender? How is Powderhouse Studios
going to have a weighted lottery and ensure fit?
Is the schools for Somerville residents only?
Would there be sibling preference?
Can Powderhouse Studios share the preenrollment demographic data?
Has the curriculum/design of PHS been reviewed by Special Education department?
If PHS expects to serve a higherthanusual proportion of students with emotional and
learning disabilities, how will this work with only one SEd specialist on site?
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Will a special ed student be able to have his special ed services met? How? Speech,
OT, Physical Social Skills.
It's stated that this is a district public school. How can this be If only 160 students can
benefit? And how is the lottery fair? How can you be certain special ed students will win
a lottery?
Is the school meeting some urgent unmet need or it is just an alternative?
Can Somerville secure the resources for PHS without sacrificing other programs?
Shouldn’t SPS own Intellectual Property rights since PHS is part of the school district?
What are the other district priorities or initiatives that may be delayed or sidelined due to
investment (time/resources) in PHS?
How is Winter Hill a fair comparison to what Powderhouse Studios wants to do? What
autonomies does Winter Hill has?
How will the PHS governing board will be selected/vetted?
Will students be prepared to take the MCAS? How will MCAS be integrated in
Powderhouse Studios?
Will the state curriculum be followed and will teachers be required to be licensed?
Will Powderhouse Studios seek a ParentLiaison position that is bilingual?
There is a shortage of counselors, specialists, liaisons, and other support staff. How the
PHS staffing needs affect the rest of the district?
How will the Powderhouse Studios schedule allow students to access extracurriculars?
Constituent questions (Unanswered)
What will be the administrative rules to ensure accountability and fairness?
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School Committee Questions (Answered)
Curriculum
What is a program vs a project? What is the potential scope of projects and
programs at the school?
A program is similar to a class or afterschool program. A project describes a unit of work that a
student does in a program. Projects would likely start small (~10 hours) and could grow to
~1,000 hours over the course of youth’s time at Powderhouse. Programs also vary in length, but
most will likely be 6–12 week programs to begin.

UPDATED: Could we get examples of potential student projects and faculty
programs of study? These concrete examples would help to understand
what students might actually be doing.
The Powderhouse team has had the opportunity to work with our design team this year to
further develop curricular materials for programs of study, projects, and programs, also mapping
those last two prospectively and retrospectively onto standards.
Here is an example of a staff member’s program of study taking a disability rights lens on
“imperfection.” Programs of study are staff passions and pursuits from which programs and
projects for youth emerge. Every staff will define their own programs of study, ensuring a diverse
set of topics and fields are represented.
You can see prototypes of two smallerscale, mapped projects called Ghost Gardens and
Prompts, Poetry, and Pathways and a longerscale, mapped program in which the team
Collaboratively Built a Drawing Robot.

Are there opportunities for students to take World Languages?
Yes, through crossregistration at local institutions, online classes, and partnerships with several
local organizations, including the Boston Language Institute.

How will academic progress and/or gaps be measured at PHS? How often
are projects mapped back onto academic standards?
Student work is regularly mapped back onto standards by youth and staff in weekly and
quarterly sessions devoted to documentation. Academic achievement will be measured through
a mixture of project critique and standardsaligned retrospective mapping, in addition to
traditional measures like the MCAS. References to when youth leave are about generating
transcripts for receiving institutions like colleges.
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What are the mechanisms by which students will be exposed to curricula
and standards (e.g. in Social Studies and Visual/Performing Arts) which
may not be covered in their projects?
Projects are designed and developed with youth and families to ensure broad and individualized
coverage (including topics like Social Studies). Youth may elect to cover these topics through
other means than projects (e.g. crossregistration), as well.

Budget
What policies need to be in place to ensure that PHS's fundraising efforts
are part of a comprehensive district plan?
This will be part of a broader policy review. The Rules Committee is currently debating GBEBD,
a new district policy regarding fundraising and solicitation. The Superintendent has authority to
approve fundraising activities by school district employees and shall determine and
communicate with the principals the circumstances under which fundraising proposals shall
require Superintendent or School Committee approval in accordance with law and school district
policy. Unless otherwise noted, PHS will be subject to all district policies, statutes, and state
regulations not conflicting with the Innovation Plan.

What is projected cost per student per year once this is up and running?
Powderhouse’s budget is modeled to be sustainable on its per capita from the district, which is
set to what a charter would receive if it were to open up in the district. Of course, unlike a
charter, that money would be staying within the District. The current per pupil for the District
general fund is $16,595. Presumably, this figure may also change in the future pending the
District’s work toward a weighted student formula.

Once the XQ grant runs out, how will PHS be sustained financially?
In the short term, Powderhouse's outside fundraising from organizations like XQ, the Barr
Foundation, and others can offset the startup and design costs of the school opening.
Powderhouse has been budgeted to be sustainable on its per capita from the district,
augmented by state programs like the Expanded Learning Time initiative and the Innovation
Career Pathways initiative.

Would PHS receive the same amount per student per school year as other
SPS schools or would the amount be prorated to reflect the longer school
year?
The Innovation School legislation mandates that Innovation Schools receive the same per capita
as other district schools; PHS would receive the same amount as all other SPS schools. As
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Somerville’s conversations around weighted student formulas progress, the expectation would
be that Powderhouse’s per capita would be brought under that same policy. Powderhouse does
hope to take advantage of state funding available for extended learning time to supplement
costs.

How will student out of school learning (college courses, travel, etc.) be
funded?
All individualized work youth do will be funded by project stipends as part of Powderhouse’s
operating model. This is part of the school’s per capita budget and students will never be
expected to fund their own projects.

Would the district budget fund PHS staff individual projects, studies, or
other professional development pursuits? When would these activities take
place?
Yes, as long as these projects are part of their professional and curriculum development. These
activities would take place as part of their working duties. Depending on how staff schedule their
time, some may occur while students are present, similar to how a teacher in a teamteaching
school might attend a conference while their teammate covers for them.

What is the rent on the space at Broadway and how long is the lease for?
After the startup and build out costs to be covered by the developer and funds Powderhouse
has raised, the annual rent on Powderhouse’s space has been budgeted within its per capita
and is sustainable for the course of its 30 year lease. The lease is between the 501(c)(3)
nonprofit associated with Powderhouse Studios, and doesn’t encumber the City or district at all.
The District has a copy of the lease for those interested in additional details.

Schedule
How much longer of a day is PHS? How does 105pm with 1 hour for lunch
compare to SHS schedule? How many days are youth expected to attend
per year, or what will be typical?
Each day is 118 minutes longer than a day at SHS, and the year is longer as well. A day at
Somerville High School is 392 minutes long with a 30 minute lunch, or 362 minutes ignoring
transition time. A day at Powderhouse Studios is 540 minutes long, with a 60 minute lunch, or
480 minutes ignoring transition time.
Students can choose attended up to 234 days each year, but based on conversations with
preregistered families, it is expected most youth will chose to attend ~200 days each year.
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How will IEP services be scheduled?
Our expectation is that schedule flexibility will make scheduling IEP services easier. IEP
services can be provided on a regular schedule if that’s best for itinerant services.
Extended School Year (ESY) services refer to services outside of school’s session. Summer
months would be part of the school year, and the same ESY definitions and processes would
apply for any services to be rendered outside of Powderhouse’s normal school year.

Enrollment
How realistic is it that outplaced students could be served at PHS?
At the high school level, the majority of outplacements are for emotional/behavioral issues,
language based learning disabilities, and spectrum disorders. For many of these students, a
smaller, more intimate, and projectbased environment may be an especially good fit.
A number of families who are considering outplacement or who have outplaced students have
said they would return to the district if offered a spot at Powderhouse.

How and when have Somerville families “preregistered”?
Over the course of the past year and a half or so, families have been able to preregister interest
in enrolling in the school through Powderhouse’s website. This preregistration simply expands
the potential weighted lottery pool. Powderhouse's weighted enrollment lottery guarantees those
who enroll in the school will mirror the socioeconomic, demographic, and academic profile of
youth in Somerville. The group that has expressed interest is broad and diverse enough to meet
the current equity commitments.

Based on current district wide statistics, what percentage of each PHS
cohort would be ELL and Special Ed students?
The structure of the lottery puts a statistical floor on these percentages, but no ceiling (in part
because quotas for selected populations are illegal). The district expects at least onethird of
Powderhouse’s enrollment to be ELL and Special Education students.

Policies & procedures
What does it mean for students to “elect to graduate”? Could students
choose instead to stay extra years and delay graduation?
“Elect to graduate” means that students and their families are part of the decision to graduate
once they are ready. This element is aimed to ensure readiness and persistence in
postsecondary college and career. Powderhouse’s model seeks to make the transition from high
12
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school more gradual and intentional, ensuring youth and families play a role in that
decisionmaking process.

What are "appropriate special education evaluations"?
In the course of evaluating and determining special education services, there are a wide variety
of evaluations and tests that will be administered, as in any SPS school. These include
everything from neuropsychiatric evaluations to assessments like the WISC, DIAL4, ABSII,
WIATII, DIBELS, and others.

Can we get an elaboration on the "restorative practices" PHS would
employ?
You can read more about some of the approaches here and here. Both Circle Forward and the
Center for Restorative Justice will be PHS partners in the school’s design and training work.
These practices are intended to supplant the role punitive discipline typically plays.

What is process for PHS to develop staff evaluations?
Building leaders, in coordination with the district and Powderhouse’s Joint Labor and
Management Committee, will work to develop a plan consistent with the Innovation Plan’s
autonomies and the state’s model system.

Professional development
Can you tell us more about staff "onboarding"? How is this funded and
would it count towards years of service?
Onboarding is a fellowship and residency program. Powderhouse Studios would pay for it; staff
are full staff at that time. It will count towards years of service, but not toward the acquisition of
professional teacher status and faculty status. Please refer to the most recent STA carveout
language for more details.

Staffing
Which school hires is the Superintendent responsible for? Does the district
have any input in naming Board of Trustees?
The building leaders are the hiring managers, though the Superintendent signs off on all hiring
contracts. The District will have members on the Board of Trustees, including the Finance
Director, Special Education Director, and English Language Learner Director. The district will
also designate members of the District Integration Working Group, which will be responsible for
operationalizing policies and practices in the school.
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Is it possible to get a sidebyside comprehensive comparison of PHS staff
and rest of SPS all in one place? Salary, schedule, certification
requirements, etc.
Yes, this information is in the STA MOA.

How exactly will the Board of Trustees be selected, by whom, with what
restrictions, and for what terms?
Powderhouse Studios is a district innovation school, and therefore the Superintendent and
School Committee are ultimately accountable for the proper operation of the school. The daily
governance of the school will sit with a Board of Trustees which will supervise Powderhouse
Studios. The Board will include representatives from the, District, PHS families, PHS youth, and
other community stakeholders. Further details about the board’s responsibilities and
appointments can be found in the Governance section of the Innovation Plan.

Other
What will the Somerville School Committee be asked to vote on,
"autonomies" or the entire Innovation School Plan?
Section "m" gives to the SC the authority to "undertake a final vote" on the school and if
approval is withheld, the Innovation Planning Committee may revise the plan and "submit the
revised plan to the school committee for a subsequent vote". In counsel’s view, the School
Committee votes on the entirety of the Innovation School Plan (ISP), thereby accepting or
rejecting the school. Further, the annual review by the Superintendent is centered on whether
the school is meeting the goals of the Plan, not whether the "autonomies" retain validity. See
section "n". Finally, the regulations speak of ISP's approves by the committee, not merely the
"autonomies". 603 CMR 48.03(3).

How do we resolve conflicts between the ISP and the MOU negotiated with
the STA ?
The provisions of the Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) "shall be considered to be in
operation" in the Innovation School per sec. K unless modified under sections (l) or (m).
Powderhouse Studios negotiated modifications to the CBA with the STA which state the CBA
will remain in effect except as expressly modified. The CBA and modifications prevail over
language in the Innovation School Plan affecting personnel. Also, since PHS is a district school,
all general laws relative to the Superintendent's authority and scope of responsibility would also
override conflicting ISP language.

Who approves substantive changes to the Innovation School Plan?
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School Committee approves/disapproves all Innovation School Plan proposals/revisions.
Counsel notes the regulations grant to the Commissioner authority to appoint a mediator and an
arbitrator where the School Committee fails "to provide the autonomies and flexibilities
approved in the school's innovation plan" 603 CMR 48.04(7). This power applies by its specific
language only to an already approved Innovation School Plan. It does not apply to resolution of
disputes at the stage of consideration for initial approval.

Can the School Committee delegate to the Superintendent authority to
resolve questions of additional changes or issues as they arise at PHS?
Yes. As noted, the Superintendent retains all statutory authority over PHS that she has over any
other district school. There are innumerable day to day management issues subject to that
authority. Also, the Superintendent has broad authority via the annual review process over IS
matters and is required to advise the School Committee thereon. See sec.(m). While plan
changes would have to go back to the School Committee, the law is clear that the SC should
only act after receipt of a recommendation from the Superintendent. A working group seems to
be a good vehicle for handling the inevitable operational questions, or assessments that the ISP
needs to be amended.

Is there a process for advising the School Committee of options or
responding to questions?
Matters relating to collective bargaining should be handled in executive session or in inquiries
through Jeff, Almi, or Mary. Committee members should be reminded that the OML
prevents/prohibits serial email communication or other communication outside a corporeal
meeting. Individuals could transmit issues through Jeff or Mary and the Powderhouse team can
talk further about options.

Did PHS and city and/or district sign a MOU regarding intellectual property
rights?
No.

New answers below
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What elements of the PHS innovations are already being
implemented/or are in the planning stages in other programs in SPS
Middle School/High School? // What distinguishes Powderhouse from
other district programs, innovations, initiatives already happening in
the district? // What students does the school target and why is it
different from other SPS programs, innovation, initiatives of SPS?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
At the individual level, Powderhouse will serve youth who would benefit from a smaller, more
intimate learning environment and spending more of their time at school doing handson
projects of their own design. At the level of its student body, Powderhouse will serve a
population that reflects the demographics of Somerville youth.
Somerville already offers many types of programming for its youth and families, and
Powderhouse aims to be a complement to these. The CTE program offers handson, vocational
programming to students at Somerville High. NW/FC offers a small, therapeutic, school
environment for youth who need it. The Kennedy has its own makerspace. FabVille has offered
in and out of school, makerstyle programming for students at Somerville High as well as
community members and has worked to create professional development opportunities for
SHS staff. The ed plan for the new high school describes exciting ideas around advisory
structures, capstone projects, and other innovations and programming for students at the
new high school.
Powderhouse is not looking to reinvent the wheel—many of these elements are a part of our
model—but it is looking to do something different. The Powderhouse team believes that the
projectbased model proposed will allow staff and students to take a more handson, vocational
approach to traditional academic subjects, creating opportunities for young people who struggle
in traditional classroom environments to engage with content in different, while rigorous, ways.
And, Powderhouse Studios see the overlap of these design elements with other initiatives as a
strength for the District. Starting one school that looks nothing like the programming of other
school’s would be harder to manage and grow and impossible to integrate into the culture of the
existing system.
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One of the things mentioned was that there are going to be advisories
–– which will similarly be built in with the new high school curriculum
–– and the “1,000 hour project,” which I’m going to call a Capstone
Project. My understanding is that something similar is also going to
be built in to the new high school curriculum. I would like to
understand more about that to help inform our decision.
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
A brief overview of this may be found here; the Powderhouse Studios team has requested
additional information about this work from the Center for Collaborative Education (the
organization facilitating Somerville High School’s “Envisioning the Future” initiative) and will
update this document with details as soon as they are received.

Could Powderhouse Studios develop a fact sheet which has two
columns  Column 1 Full Wave/Next Circle and Column 2
Powderhouse Studios? // Could we also have a snapshot of three
different "student days" for Powderhouse Studios and Full Circle/Next
Wave?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
Powderhouse Studios is more than happy to provide this detail pending clarification about what
elements would be in each of the columns. Exemplary youth schedules for Powderhouse may
be found in its Innovation Plan and its Scheduling presentation to the School Committee.

How will the school impact the time of current Somerville Public
Schools staff?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
Powderhouse Studios should not affect the time of any teaching staff throughout SPS. There
will be significant work for Central Office staff to do operationally to support Powderhouse’s
integration with SPS. Current estimates by the Superintendent suggest that integration support
will require 0.1–0.2 FTE across support and department supervisors (e.g. legal counsel,
translation, nursing, etc.) in Powderhouse’s first year, decreasing to 0 additional FTE over 2–3
years. Powderhouse’s outside fundraising will enable the District to offset these costs and bring
on additional capacity as needed.
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How would adopting PHS benefit the district as a whole? // How will
SPS and PHS systematically share and integrate the experience and
learning from PHS to all schools (staff and students.)? // What is the
capacity and design of PHS to share innovation outward with the
district?
Powderhouse wants to build a system where the sharing of innovation and best practices to
serve Somerville youth will flow in both directions between Powderhouse and the District. The
reality of such sharing, especially from small schools and programs, is always a challenge.
Powderhouse Studios will be establishing a District Integration Working Group, made up of
District and Powderhouse representatives, whose initial responsibilities will be making sure
Powderhouse is set up to interface and work with Central Office during its initial years.
While specific methods of sharing out will need to be designed in collaboration with this
integration team, Powderhouse is excited for small opportunities to share amongst schools (e.g.
staff being in shared, Districtwide professional development, participating in Districtwide
student initiatives and exhibitions, etc.) as well as more immersive and logistically intensive
opportunities to share (e.g. taking advantage of Powderhouse’s yearround schedule to create
opportunities for youth from other Somerville schools to participate in Out of School Time (OST)
experiences run at Powderhouse and sharing curriculum and professional development
experiences around Digital Literacy and Computer Science).

How will Powderhouse Studios be governed? Who would sit on the
Board of Trustees? How are these individuals selected?
Like all Somerville public schools, Powderhouse will be authorized and overseen by the
School Committee and Superintendent. Additionally, the Board of Trustees will interface
between Powderhouse and the School Committee, pulling together reports on the school’s work
from staffing to student outcomes as required and requested by the School Committee, and the
District Integration Working Group will interface between Powderhouse and Central Office,
making sure Powderhouse is properly integrating with District processes and protocols.
The makeup and selection process for members of the Board of Trustees is laid out in the
Innovation Plan (relevant section around board makeup and member selection quoted below)
along with a description of the body’s roles and responsibilities in operating and overseeing
Powderhouse Studios.
Note that some details (like the timeline on which the Board will be established) may need to
change, depending on if and when Powderhouse is authorized.
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Institutionally, the Board of Trustees will sit at the center of its governance process. The
Board of Trustees, upon approval of this Innovation Plan, shall be deemed to be public
agents authorized by the Commonwealth to supervise and control Powderhouse
Studios. The Board will have at least ten members comprising:
● District directors of Special Education, English Language Learner support, and
Finance
● a current student
● an alumni (or student, for those years when no alumni are available or willing to
serve)
● a current parent (not of the student Board member)
● a staff member
● a faculty member from a postsecondary institution
● an industry representative
● and a creative professional whose work embodies PHS's interdisciplinary
approach
The Powderhouse Studios applicant, in consultation with the Superintendent, will be
responsible for determining the initial membership of the Board of Trustees. In
establishing Board bylaws and membership, reflecting the PHS and Somerville
communities will prioritized. This Board will be established at least six months before the
first day of Powderhouse Studios’ opening and adopt full and appropriate bylaws in at
least ninety days’ advance of Powderhouse Studios’ opening.
The Directors of Special Education, English Learner Education, and Finance will be
voting, ex officio members of the Board of Trustees, charged with providing financial,
SPED, and ELL oversight.
For more information, Powderhouse Studios’ governance structure is described loosely on
pages 1920 of the Design Overview and more in depth on pages 2223 and 3236 in the
Innovation Plan.

How will partnerships be identified and administered, under the
oversight of SPS? The plan specifically requests “autonomy”. For
example, in the past SPS and Powerhouse applied for the same grant,
and SPS was not informed. Coordination, under the oversight of SPS
is expected.
Part of complementing Somerville’s other schools and programs is being in communication with
the District around partnerships and outside funding. When we’ve applied for funding in the past,
Powderhouse Studios did so as an independent team and nonprofit. If approved, Powderhouse
will be a part of the Somerville Public Schools and will coordinate efforts with the Superintendent
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with full transparency to the Board of Trustees. This commitment is written into the Innovation
Plan on page 31.
See above answer:
● What policies need to be in place to ensure that PHS's fundraising efforts are part of a
comprehensive district plan?

What is the proposed budget for Powderhouse Studios in years 1, 2,
and 5? // Provide a detailed budget for the first five years of operation,
including both district and grant funded expenses, salaries,
equipment, etc. // How is the $10 million grant going to be spent?
// The number one question from constituents is financial: they are
assuming that the $10 million in grant funds will be put into the
school and that it will not have a financial impact. When we know
what the financials will look like is that absolute key.
On the District side of things, Powderhouse’s operating budget would be based on its per capita,
~$16,000. In year 1, Powderhouse would be planning to enroll 30–40 youth, meaning the
District operating budget would be ~$560,000. In year 2, Powderhouse would plan to enroll
60–80 youth, meaning the District operating budget would be ~$1.1M. By year 5, Powderhouse
would hope to have enrolled 120–160 youth, entailing a budget of ~$2M.
The District is in active negotiations with XQ regarding grant funded expenses, and there is not
yet a detailed budget to share. In 2015, Powderhouse presented this, high level budget to the
Education & Programs Subcommittee, and Powderhouse developed this model with Pat Durette
and Mary Skipper in 2015. Note that the scope of enrollment has been reduced since then, and
only four cohorts (~120–160 youth) are currently proposed.
Outside fundraising (including funds from XQ) will be used to offset additional District costs
incurred as part of opening a new school, for example funding overstaffing the school in its first
years and supplementing District staff time. Central Office and XQ are still finalizing decisions
about how much XQ money will be put toward which of these purposes.
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What specifies the obligation to provide per pupil funding in the
context of grant funding? // What specifies the per pupil funding in the
grant funding? Is that a state obligation, is it a federal obligation? If a
school could be completely funded by a grant, as a public entity, do
we have that obligation to put in per pupil funding?
This comes from the Innovation Schools Legislation. Chapter 71, §92 of the Massachusetts
General Law specifies, “An Innovation School shall receive each school year from the school
committee the same per pupil allocation as any other district school receives. […] A district shall
not reduce its funding to an Innovation School as a result of the school's fundraising activities.”

How do we implement something that could be $$ per student higher
than our K8 or SHS due to the grant. How will this work under the
umbrella of the equity policy?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]

Are there standards that every cohort will cover — even lightly? // The
expectation that the only MA Common Core standards that you’re
going to cover are math and ELA? What about science, history, etc?
I hope there are other things –– say from the history standard –– that
would be required. Let’s say there’s 100 standards. There are 25 of
them that I would look to a school like this to say, you know what,
these 25 of the 100 we’re definitely going to cover, because this is
what makes a fantastic citizen or whatever. Is that the plan?
Yes. All students at Powderhouse will cover the Common Core Math and ELA standards,
aligned to MA Curriculum Frameworks. In order to allow for the level of individualization of work
Powderhouse is looking to support, it is necessary free up time and space to allow students to
go deep in other subject areas they are drawn to, under the guidance and supervision of
Powderhouse staff. These subjects might be traditional academic subjects (e.g. history or the
sciences) but might also include other fields not traditionally centered in a high school
curriculum (e.g. computer science, art history, media studies). Powderhouse is currently
targeting the Science, Technology, and Engineering MCAS, and will target the Physics MCAS in
the event the STE MCAS is retired, and such Powderhouse youth will also be covering the
associated standards informing those assessments. The recent Civics Education Reform Bill
also entails state requirements which will be incorporated into Individualized Learning Plans.
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You mentioned a couple places that there are primary learning goals
that everyone should have. How will it be decided? // You said during
our last meeting that there were certain standards that wouldn’t be
touched if you’re going into depth over breadth, and so my question
becomes: who and how will the decision be made? My colleague
asked a specific question about the Civil Rights Act, and you said that
was something everyone should learn. Who decides what those
things are? And furthermore, going back to the timeline of the school
being started in the fall, when will this list be made publically available
to people? // I want to see a checklist of what a student is going to
learn. A parent asked me this weekend, “If I don’t understand what it
is, how can I possibly entrust my kid to them? And it still sounds
interesting.”
At Powderhouse, progress toward graduation is defined by:
1. Project timescale, finishing an ~1000 hour project
2. Common Core/MA Curriculum Frameworkaligned coverage
3. Satisfying state standardized test requirements for graduation
4. Securing admission to a postsecondary institution or job.
(1) is important to us because of the academic depth projects can offer when done right as well
as the socialemotional and metacognitive skills they develop. (2) is a commitment to cover
certain standards, as well as other requirements of school including those laid out in the Civics
Education Reform Bill. (3) suggests a series of curricular commitments around math and ELA,
largely aligned with the standards from (2) as well as additional commitments from the Science,
Technology, and Society MCAS, or Physics MCAS if the STE test is retired.
Taken together, this means Powderhouse Studios is committing to covering the following
standards and skills:
● Common Core ELA
● Common Core Math
● Satisfying state standardized testing requirements, currently including the Math, ELA,
and Technology/Engineering MCAS, the last to be replaced with the Introductory Physics
test when Technology/Engineering is retired
● SEL Student Performance Framework being developed in collaboration with CREDO
and XQ
● Civics Education Reform Bill curricular commitments which include topics like:
(i) history of the United States of America; (ii) the Constitution of the United States,
including the Bill of Rights; (iii) the Declaration of Independence; (iv) the constitution of
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the commonwealth; (v) local history and government; (vi) the function and composition of
the branches of local, state and federal government; (vii) the roles and responsibilities of
a citizen in a democracy; (viii) the development of skills to access, analyze and evaluate
written and digital media as it relates to history and civics; (ix) community diversity and
historical trends in voter registration and civic participation relative to disenfranchised
voter populations; (x) opportunities to identify and debate issues relative to power,
economic status and the common good in democracy; and etc.

Current state standards aren’t competency based, so how will PHS
map standards over?
This is a general challenge with cuttingedge, competencybased approaches. Just as
Somerville High School’s Envisioning the Future efforts require the development of
subcommittees focused on creating performance based assessments and similar to contribute
to a competency based model, so too will Powderhouse (in coordination with Central Office)
develop its alignment practices. For those interested in what this process looks like in a highly
individualized setting, you may consider Boston Day & Evening Academy’s overview of their
process of aligning their competencies to Common Core State Standards.

What type of oversight will there be at the school that students are
accessing the MA standards?
Powderhouse youth will be taking lightweight diagnostic tests aligned with the MA Curriculum
Frameworks and SAT Suite which will offer a formative picture of students’ access of standards.
This data, along with the finely grained documentation of work and ILP goals coverage
(including standards coverage) will form the foundation for coordination and oversight with a
Curriculum Working Group to be established in concert with Central Office. This working group
will also be responsible for reporting out to the District Working Group and Central Office
regarding curricula at Powderhouse. Members of the Curriculum Working Group would likely
include key department heads like Almi Abeyta, Uri Harel, Karen Woods, Kenya
AvantRansome, or their designees.

Where is PHS’s curriculum decided? Who makes the decision on what
is taught?
Beyond those commitments made in the Innovation Plan, Powderhouse’s administration and
staff will be responsible for designing, developing, and overseeing individualized and
cohortwide curricular choices. These designs will be reported out to the Curriculum and District
Integration Working Groups, and those decisions will be overseen by the Board of Trustees and
the District as part of Powderhouse’s ongoing school improvement process.
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I believe that there was instruction done at the Healey school [by the
Powderhouse team] –– I’d like to know what were the lessons learned,
and what kind of evaluation was done there? Can you share that back
with us? Provide any documentation of the outcomes of the Healey
pilot, including mapping of projects back to standards, that would
demonstrate the model proposed by this application.
Public documentation of the Healey programs and student work live here. — This site was
shared with youth, families, the Healey community, and District throughout the duration of the
programs from 20162018 as a place to see class materials each day and student work when
programs ended.
Reflection and reporting about the programs live here. — This portion of the site was put
together and shared with the District at the end of the 20162017 school year.
The Healey programs offered us an excellent opportunity to test out some of the aspects of
Powderhouse’s design with Somerville youth. The program themes and arcs, team teaching
model, and facilitation of divergent project work with diverse classes of Somerville students were
the pieces most true to our model. Other aspects of the programs—for example the 3 week, 80
minute block structure—posed significant constraints on the scope and depth of projects youth
could pursue, often leaving us with just enough time to work with a group to have a project idea
and get to a first prototype, never mind having the time to dig deeper into the ideas and content
underlying those projects.
Specifically when it comes to curriculum mapping, the 7th and 8th grade team successfully
advocated the District for flexibility around standards coverage during the startup phase of this
new, projectbased programming so they could focus on some of the other challenging aspects
of designing and facilitating STEAMfocused, projectbased learning experiences. Given this, we
have done some brief, narrative writeups after the fact for projects from two of the Healey
programs to capture what curriculum mapping might have looked like in the Sustainability Fair
and Signs of Life programs.

I would very much like to see some very detailed examples of a
seminar might look like and where that syllabus would be coming
from and who’s developing that?
Since the Healey pilot, and based on learnings from that experience, The Powderhouse team
has had the opportunity to work with our design team to begin developing curricular materials for
projects and programs and map them prospectively and retrospectively onto standards. You can
see prototypes of two smallerscale, mapped projects called Ghost Gardens and Prompts,
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Poetry, and Pathways and a longerscale, mapped program in which the team Collaboratively
Built a Drawing Robot.

PHS is seeking autonomy “in designing, developing and managing
the Individualized Learning Plan System”, would this be under the
oversight of the district technology leadership? Although
homegrown systems can be helpful in the short term, over time they
can be burdensome to administer and maintain and would require the
district to staff with those with the knowledge or contract out. In
addition a home grown system could create challenges with
integrating with district data systems, limiting connectivity and
sharing across the district with this work.
After surveying dozens of existing Learning Management Systems (LMSes), Powderhouse
found that three, structural issues meant developing an Individualized Learning Plan was
necessary:
1. Powderhouse’s projects are deeply interdisciplinary, and not organized by subject or
standard.
2. The goals in the Individualized Learning Plan combine a variety of personal,
professional, and academic goals, mixing standards with individualized growth goals.
3. The goals engaged by a given project or experience will involve a mix of prospective and
retrospective mapping.
To be able to generate the finely grained mapping required to ensure staff the ability to
retroactively examine and assign grades to work product, generate traditional transcripts, and so
on, Powderhouse determined a custom solution was required.
Powderhouse is committed to taking responsibility for the integration of its Individualized
Learning Plan with all necessary district systems, and that integration would happen under the
oversight of District IT and Curriculum staff, as deemed fit by the District Integration Working
Group.

How will the district handle parents of students who do not get into
Powderhouse Studios?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
A waitlist will be established for those families which will be used for the purposes of backfilling
enrollment. The details of the lottery are still being finalized, including whether that waitlist
would offer preference in the future (within the boundaries of the lottery’s equity commitments).
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How will we handle students who want to transfer out of
Powderhouse Studios? // How is it that we will map in a transparent
way that students and parents can know in advance what it is that we
do for students who, for whatever reason, do not complete their
experience at Powderhouse Studios, and choose or are forced to
return to a more traditional schooling system?
If someone is transferring to another school (likely with a more traditional credit and grade level
system), staff will work closely with youth and their family to both
● translate their portfolio of work into a traditional transcript, complete with grades, if
needed
● and provide any targeted academic preparation which would be useful in smoothing that
transition, if time permits
As people work through projects, programs, and occasional classes, staff support youth
mapping work onto a mixture of personal, professional, and academic goals (including
traditional academic standards). This mapping will allow Powderhouse to generate detailed,
traditional transcripts for those seeking to transfer or to attend postsecondary institutions.
Powderhouse’s system for generating these transcripts will be based on models drawn from the
Mastery Transcript Consortium.
This mapping (and the overall transferability of Powderhouse experiences) will be an element of
District oversight at Powderhouse.

What if the school fails as a pilot?
If the governance structure for Powderhouse is working well, failure won’t happen overnight.
The Board of Trustees will be regularly sharing reports of concern with the Superintendent and
the School Committee and iteration and course correction will be possible, including by limiting
certain autonomies granted the school if there is a case to be made that limiting those
autonomies will improve school performance. If, even in the face of that iteration and course
correction, the school is deemed a failure, the School Committee may refuse to reauthorize the
school’s innovation plan, thereby closing the school and absorbing its students back into other
DIstrict schools.

What if parents/guardians think PHS is a good option, but the district
or school staff disagree?
Like in any public school, students at Powderhouse have a right to quality education.
Powderhouse will work with Central Office to make sure youth, families, and District personnel
know what Powderhouse is about so youth and families can make informed, school choice
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decisions. From there, it is our responsibility to serve every student and family who are admitted
by the lottery and opt to enroll in the school.

How exactly does the enrollment algorithm deliver on the promise of
demographic representation and student fit?
The enrollment lottery does not ensure student fit. Although Powderhouse has a student profile
for whom Powderhouse expects to be best matched, as a public school it will serve every
student who attends.

How will PHS handle students with significant behavioral challenges?
Where appropriate, and in coordination with Central Office, Powderhouse Studios will establish
special education and clinical services that to support challenging students. Powderhouse is
committed to developing a restorative, traumasensitive design and approach to behavioral
challenges. This approach will be implemented within applicable district policies. As in any
school, Powderhouse will develop its student handbook and associated policies, and will train
(and hire) staff at Powderhouse so as to be able to implement its restorative and
traumasensitive approach. The details of this training, staffing, and oversight will be among the
considerations of the District Integration Working Group, and depend in part on the specific
needs of youth enrolling at Powderhouse.

What does this look like if it succeeds? What does it look like if it
doesn’t succeed? What is the biggest risk here? What is the most
likely thing that would tell us this isn’t working?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
If Powderhouse succeeds, at least two things should be happening over time:
1. A broad and diverse group of youth are flourishing in ways they might not have in a
traditional environment.
2. The creation and districtwide (or broader) dissemination of professional and curriculum
development work, alongside research and design.
The biggest risk is that Powderhouse fails to offer something effective or compelling for a broad
and diverse range of youth, and that the District ends up having invested significant time and
energy without ending up with an effective program or learning much from it.
The most important thing which would highlight that Powderhouse wasn’t working was if, after a
few years to get on its feet, Powderhouse struggled to (a) generate broad and diverse
enrollment interest amongst families, and (b) maintain family satisfaction. Ultimately, you know
a good school when you walk into one, and families’ choices will tell you.
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Provide a list of all the current and in progress
agreements/commitments, verbal, in writing or contractual, with
partners and vendors, including a brief description of scope and
commitment. Include rental agreements (sq footage & cost), major
equipment purchases or leases, partnerships and grant applications.
Given Powderhouse’s focus on integration with the community and the complexity of starting a
new school, it may come as no surprise that there are a wide variety of existing and potential
partnerships and relationships in various stages of maturity.
Only a selection of verbal agreements and partnerships are listed, since Powderhouse has been
engaged in a very wide variety of partnership conversations. A representative selection has
been included, with a brief summary of the agreement/partnership.

Contracts and vendors
1. Design, development of software supporting Powderhouse’s Individualized Learning
Plan
2. Design, development of Powderhouse’s operations manual and district integration plan
3. Architectural consulting, project management, and design services, including the
development of workshops and educational programming for youth and staff.
4. Legal counsel for support and advice on issues including but not limited to real estate,
municipal finance, civil rights, and so on.
5. Accounting and auditing services, including support designing a full transparency and
auditing system.
6. Technical consulting on the design and development of auditing, certification, and
transparency systems for enrollment.
7. Translation services and support
8. Various software services (e.g. Google Suite, Dropbox, etc.)

Verbal agreements, partnerships, exploratory work
N.B. per note above, these are a representative sample.
1. FabFoundation, regarding the design and development of Powderhouse’s workshop
space, as well as training and support for Powderhouse youth and staff.
2. Somerville Media Center, regarding media training and equipment at Powderhouse’s
campus.
3. Davis Square Martial Arts, regarding sharing space and programming opportunities.
4. Supernormal, regarding the development of datadriven workshops to inform the design
and redesign of Powderhouse’s campus.
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5. Massachusetts School Building Authority, regarding the design and development of
workshops for youth and staff engaging the design and redesign of space to support
learning and creative work.
6. Lesley University, regarding the development of Powderhouse’s fellowship for staff,
including around Professional Standards of Teaching, Social Work, English Language
Learning, and Subject Matter Knowledge requirements for Digital Literacy and Computer
Science.
7. Woodrow Wilson Academy of Teaching and Learning, regarding the design and
development of Powderhouse’s fellowship for staff, targeting Digital Literacy and
Computer Science skills.
8. MIT Teaching and Learning Lab, regarding the development of organizational
management and design training for Powderhouse staff and research collaborations.
9. Harvard Graduate School of Education, regarding the design and development of
Powderhouse’s fellowship for staff and research collaborations.
10. Northeastern University NExT Network, regarding the design and development of
Powderhouse’s fellowship for staff and research collaborations.
11. Collaborative Living Project, regarding the development of intergenerational
programming and mentorship at Powderhouse’s campus.
12. Nervous System, regarding the design and development of a collaborative, generative
sculpture and associated workshops for youth and staff.
13. CAST, regarding research collaborations around Universal Design for Learning.

Rental agreements, etc.
1. The lease for 1060 Broadway is on file with Central Office.

Grant applications
1. None in progress, past applications and partners have included MA DESE, the Center
for Collaborative Education, NGLC, Barr Foundation, and XQ.

How will intellectual property work at Powderhouse? The expectation
that the individual benefit over public benefit for an institution that is
publicly funded is questionable.
The current proposal guarantees the District retains licensefree and unrestricted access to all
intellectual property generated at Powderhouse, and would prohibit staff from benefiting
commercially from their intellectual property. Current proposals also propose a governance and
review structure (similar to those in place at public universities) for overseeing intellectual
property decisions.
The current proposal was developed after consultation with the State Ethics Commission,
intellectual property attorneys, and district counsel.
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The purpose of the proposed policy is to ensure that creators of intellectual property at
Powderhouse (e.g. staff, youth, and partners) do not lose ownership by virtue of their work at
Powderhouse. In contrast to examples like public research universities (which depend on
monetizing intellectual property through technology transfer, university presses, research grants,
licensing, and similar), public schools are not generally permitted to monetize the intellectual
property of staff or youth without putting agreements in place to that effect.
There is significant precedent for intellectual property generated for educational purposes to be
shared with its creators. Selected resources are included below, including exemplary policies
from Massachusetts and nationwide implementing policies sharing ownership. Additional
resources are provided surveying the legal questions public teachers and professors have
raised regarding intellectual property. Many of these have been raised by the de facto treatment
of teachers’ intellectual property as their own (e.g. there are dozens of Somerville educators
who sell or share lesson plans online through platforms like Teachers Pay Teachers).

Exemplary policies
●
●
●
●
●

The Cedarburg School District and Tewksbury Township's IP policies
San Jose Unified's contract (starting on p89)
The McCall Donnelly School District's intellectual property policy
Mankato Public School District's IP policy providing for joint ownership
The various IP policies of UMass universities, including UMass Dartmouth, UMass
Lowell, UMass Amherst & Boston, and UMass Worcester.

Research and related materials
●
●
●
●
●

These two summaries from the American Association of University Professors
This, SETDA policy brief
Hays is the governing decision in sustaining the "teacher exception" (for workforhire
copyright) past the Copyright Act of 1976.
"The New Cognitive Property"
"Public K12 Teachers Creation of Nontraditional Educational Works: To Rely on the
Teacher Exception or Explore Other Options?"

Please provide the plans for the space at the Powderhouse complex.
The public plans and materials for the Powderhouse complex can be found on Marka’s site
here, and floorplans, which may be a bit out of date, for the complex are here.
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Please provide details on the experience of the currently identified
Powderhouse staff, specifically in the role of teacher or administrator
of a public school.
Powderhouse’s design team has been providing support in the development of curricular and
other school design materials. This team includes a clinical social worker with experience in
therapeutic and special education environments and a background in industrial design, a
licensed teacher who has taught in public and private schools as well as interdisciplinary,
projectbased OST environments, and a performing artist and poet who has extensive
experience coaching writing and performance and teaching in OST environments.

In general some autonomies are broad, which necessitate clarity on
what specifically is being asked for before the SC or administration
can agree. Each question or item that is not detailed results in
complex and time consuming negotiation.
Some of these broad autonomies are called out in other places in this Q&A document, and the
Powderhouse team is happy to address any additional, specific questions as they arise. To
address this comment in a general way, the team is committed to working as closely and
efficiently as possible with Central Office to operationalize the different pieces of the school. The
District Integration Working Group’s role is to utilize the autonomies in the plan not to create
autonomy for autonomy’s sake, but to create a flexible enough space for problemsolving such
that Powderhouse is able to build something new and different in a way that’s integrated with
the rest of the District. The Superintendent, her cabinet and other appointees will be at the
center of these design decisions to ensure that they are made in ways that are good for
Powderhouse as well as the District.

The questions below were asked live and transcribed from the 28 January 2019 meeting.

When can we have translations of the application? I understand that
the applicant was asked for this over a year ago, so I would like to
know when that can be completed so we can move forward. //
Translation has been a question [from constituents].
Although Powderhouse did not receive this request directly, it is something which, as an
organization committed to equity, the team absolutely should have completed sooner.
Translations for the Innovation Plan, Design Overview, and District FAQ are scheduled to be
done by Monday, February 4 at the latest.
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I would like a definitive list of the documents needed –– and which
versions –– to have a complete understanding of the Powderhouse
plan. // I’d like to confirm the current copy I have of the Innovation
Plan –– labeled version 3.1.1 –– is the right one that I should be
looking at.
Legal documents:
● The Innovation Plan (version 3.1.1) is the document on which the School Committee will
be voting on March 4th.
● The STA MOA is the staffing agreement negotiated between the District and the STA
and approved by the STA on January 7th. This is the last version of that agreement
available to the Powderhouse Studios team. The interested party is referred to the
District for the official MOA.
Design documents:
● The Design Overview is an executive summarystyle document created at the request of
the School Committee to accompany and narrate the Innovation Plan.
● Slide decks from past and present School Committee meetings and public hearings are
meant to function in a similar way to the Design Overview.

Re: admissions for an older student, who may not be starting as a 13
or 15year old: how can a school funded with public dollar close their
admission? How come it’s not automatic that an older student would
be admitted to the school?
Powderhouse is asking to avoid enrolling older students only during its first five years as the
school will be growing upward in age with each new cohort during those first years. Once the
school is operating at full size, students of any age would be eligible for admission.
Powderhouse’s ability to enroll all students is important from the standpoint of equity and
access. This five year period is meant to allow for Powderhouse to start small, developing
programming and systems in collaboration with the District yeartoyear based on students
needs and development, rather than needing to have a full high school program running from
day one.
From the Innovation Plan:
For its first, fiveyear authorization, Powderhouse Studios will only be open to enrollment
by students who would be between 13–15 years old at the time of their enrollment. After
that, PHS will be open to enrollment by anyone having completed the 7th grade who
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does not have a high school diploma. Any student who doesn’t meet these requirements
may only enter the lottery through a District referral process.

Who manages finances, specifically around procurement? What
happens if the director of PHS and Superintendent disagree on
spending programmatically?
Powderhouse Studios’ finances will be managed in a cityowned bank account, and therefore
come under the purview and management of the City and District finance directors.
Handling of programmatic disagreements in spending depend on the specific case. Broadly, if
the disagreement could not be resolved through conversation the Board of Trustees or the
Innovation Plan approval and reauthorization process offer procedural remedies.

How does the curriculum address the achievement gap for
Somerville's Latino population?
Powderhouse’s individualized, projectbased approach offers a powerful structure for
culturallygrounded and culturallyresponsive approaches.
Because youth and staff can codesign projects, there is much greater flexibility to design
forward from questions of identity and culture. Of course, this benefit is not uniquely relevant to
Latinx youth. Questions of culture and identity are powerful starting points for many, but
especially for those whose cultures, histories, and interests have been historically and
structurally elided, misrepresented, or underrepresented in traditional curricula.
Culturally responsive approaches like these, especially when combined with project based work,
have been demonstrated to be effective in reducing achievement gaps and increasing
engagement and persistence for underrepresented populations (including Latinx). One
mechanism for this benefit worth highlighting in the context of this question is that projectbased
environments offer academic contexts where traditional challenges of stereotype threat and
selfconcept can be sidestepped and overcome, providing youth with an opportunity to engage
academic content in fresh modes and contexts. Again, this benefit is not unique to Latinx youth.
Beyond this, there is significant research demonstrating that these elements of Powderhouse’s
model are especially wellsuited to improving outcomes for English Language Learners.
A few, select examples of the research underlying these results (collated in part through
Powderhouse’s collaborations with local graduate schools of education) are included below.
These materials specifically focus on the role of projects, identitydriven work, and reflection and
analysis of projects as especially effective academic vectors. Additional materials are available
upon request.
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1. Agésilas, M. J. (2002). The Effectiveness of the Writing Workshop Model to Teach an
EnglishasaSecondLanguage College Writing Course in Puerto Rico: a Look at
Students' Outcomes.
2. Haneda, M. (2006). Becoming literate in a second language: Connecting home,
community, and school literacy practices. Theory into Practice, 45(4), 337345.
3. McCarthey, S. J., LópezVelásquez, A. M., García, G. E., Lin, S., & Guo, Y. H. (2004).
Understanding writing contexts for English language learners. Research in the Teaching
of English, 351394.
4. Guofang Li; Patricia A. Edwards (18 March 2011). Best Practices in ELL Instruction.
Guilford Press. pp. 1–. ISBN 9781606236642.
5. Paris, D., & Alim, H. S. (Eds.). (2017). Culturally sustaining pedagogies: Teaching and
learning for justice in a changing world. Teachers College Press.
6. Brown, S. (1999). So Much to Say: Adolescents, Bilingualism, and ESL in the Secondary
School. Journal of Adolescent & Adult Literacy, 43(2), 194.
7. Stewart, M. A. (2010). Writing with power, sharing their immigrant stories: Adult ESOL
students find their voices through writing. TESOL Journal, 1(2), 269283.
8. Schall‑Leckrone, L., Barron, D., Konuk, J., & Kain, N. (2018). How Could It Happen?
Learning From Adolescents as They Engage Critical Literacy Skills of History. Journal of
Adolescent & Adult Literacy, 61(6), 691695.
9. Bunch, G. (2012). Guidelines for ELA instructional materials development.
Understanding language: Language, literacy, and learning in the content areas.
10. Hammond, Z. (2014). Culturally responsive teaching and the brain: Promoting authentic
engagement and rigor among culturally and linguistically diverse students. Corwin Press.
11. Moje, E. B., & Hinchman, K. (2004). Culturally responsive practices for youth literacy
learning. Adolescent literacy research and practice, 321350.
12. Gay, G. (2010). Culturally responsive teaching: Theory, research, and practice. Teachers
College Press.

Where can people find information about Powderhouse’s office hours
and other information sessions?
Information about Powderhouse office hours can be found at powderhouse.org/authorization

[Another of the big three questions I’ve been getting from
constituents is] mapping back to standards.
Standards mapping will happen in a few different ways at Powderhouse. Sometimes
prospectively during workshops and programs, and sometimes retrospectively through projects.
This answer tries to describe how standards mapping will happen in each of those experiences
and links to some sample standards mapping for workshops, programs, and projects at the end.
Students at Powderhouse will participate in workshops, programs, and projects of their own
design. Some of these experiences will be staffdesigned experiences, prospectively mapped
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onto standards laid out in students’ Individualized Learning Plan. Others will be
studentdesigned, staffsupported experiences which will be retrospectively mapped onto
standards in a student’s Individualized Learning Plan.
● Workshops will be experiences focused on specific topics or skills development in
which youth will learn the same things all together. Some workshops that will be run at
Powderhouse will focus on computation, narrative, and design as well as civics,
community, and identity. These types of programs will include working on collaborative
projects; reading, writing, and discussion; and more.
● Programs are experiences in which youth begin working together to explore big
questions and powerful ideas with the goal of diverging into independent project work as
individuals or teams. In these programs, primary standards will be covered by everyone
during shared experiences and prospectively mapped in ILPs. Secondary standards will
be retrospectively mapped as staff work with youth to design, do, and reflect on their
learning during their independent project work.
● Projects are designed and directed by students, with the support and guidance of staff.
Sometimes they happen within programs, and sometimes they happen independently.
While goal setting is always part of proposing and starting a project at Powderhouse,
goals set by youth will not always include specific standards to be covered. Instead, staff
will work with youth to retrospectively map their learning onto standards as they design,
do, and reflect on the learning they do during their projects.
To make all of this a little more concrete, our design team has worked to put together some
examples of projects and programs mapped onto standards to show what this might look like at
Powderhouse. You can see prototypes of two smallerscale, mapped projects called Ghost
Gardens and Prompts, Poetry, and Pathways and a longerscale, mapped program in which the
Powderhouse team Collaboratively Built a Drawing Robot.

When can we have Powderhouse Studios, LLC’s form 990s from both
2017 and 2018?
Powderhouse Studios, Limited’s form 990 from 2017 can be found here. The form 990 for 2018
will be available this year.

What is your plan, keeping in mind current District goals and work in
this area, to hire a diverse workforce?
Because of how closely youth work with staff, and because of how important staff’s own
backgrounds, interests, and aptitudes are to the development of rich and accessible programs
of study (and derivative projects and programs), it’s essential that Powderhouse hire a diverse
staff. Even in traditional settings (where teachers’ cultural background and ethnicity may appear
less directly curricularly), shared ethnic background has been shown to have a significant
impact on student performance through mechanisms of engagement, relationship, and culturally
responsive practices.
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This priority is supported by the licensure flexibility Powderhouse’s interdisciplinary model
requires, allowing it to hire from a much wider variety of creative, professional, and youth work
contexts. This is essential to hiring a diverse workforce because unfortunately—especially in
Massachusetts—there are structural, economic and cultural obstacles to developing a diverse
teaching workforce under traditional licensure in a state where over 93% of licensed teachers
are white.
Building diversity, inclusion, and equity effectively into Powderhouse’s hiring commitments will
also require working with hiring partners and networks. Powderhouse has assembled a variety
of these partners already, and looks forward to expanding these partnerships in coordination
with the District if approved.

How will you ensure that your staff will have themselves the breadth
of exposure enough to know what kinds of things to expose students
to, if your goal isn’t to expose them to everything in the admittedly
very broad common standards?
Diversity and versatility of background (and demonstrated ability to identify and work across
disciplinary boundaries) will be a hiring priority for Powderhouse Studios. Managing the breadth
and diversity of background across a team will be an important consideration in articulating
hiring priorities and fit, and will be a task falling to leadership to manage. Powderhouse’s
fellowship year and ongoing professional development will complement this emphasis by
identifying and expanding staff’s disciplinary breadth.
Beyond this, it is important to note that part of the premise of Powderhouse’s mentorship and
coaching model is that staff’s role is not purely instructional, but is also about helping youth to
curate and connect to resources (whether traditional educational resources or community
resources and partnerships). Identifying and developing these offerings will be a shared
responsibility of Powderhouse’s leadership and staff, but will be especially important as youth’s
projects’ scale grows and becomes more and more likely to benefit from outside support.

If this were to be approved on March 4th, what are the things that
need to happen from March 5th to the day school opens? // I’m
curious about a detailed timeline –– given that there is a truncated
time between now and the start of the 20192020 academic year –– of
goals by week, definitely by month, in order to get this school off the
ground, because it’s going to be a heavy lift.
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
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The Powderhouse team was in conversation with Central Office departments through much of
last year to map out the administrative, operational, and other work necessary to get the school
and District ready to enroll students this Spring/Summer and launch in Fall 2019. This District
Report and Information Repository has been put together in conversation with Central Office
personnel to articulate and organize the many moving pieces that Powderhouse will need to
tackle after approval.
Barring formal approval, we’ve stopped short of creating a weekly or monthly project plan, as
there is a tension in prioritizing the time of Central Office personnel given that Powderhouse
does not yet exist. These initial and in depth conversations have set Powderhouse up to move
quickly on this plan should it receive approval, however, and Powderhouse will work closely with
Central Office to develop a finely grained project plan that ensures meeting all milestones
needed to guarantee the success of the District in launching Powderhouse in its first year.

The teachers will be certified in digital literacy, but given that there
have been mentions of Montessori education or, especially that it’s
going to be very project based, I would like to what else type of
additional certifications or credentials these educators are expected
to have, because project based learning is a different way of learning
than many teachers will be trained in.
Unfortunately the community of practice around projectbased learning hasn’t coalesced into a
coherent set of credentialed, professional development opportunities, though there are
exemplars and best practices to learn from and build upon. That said, in recognition of the
challenges and depth of skill required not just for projectbased learning in general but for
Powderhouse’s particular focus on divergent, technical, creative work, we’ve partnered with
Lesley University’s Graduate School of Education and the Woodrow Wilson Academy of
Teaching and Learning to deepen Powderhouse’s staff onboarding experience to ensure staff
are skillful, experienced, projectbased educators.

I am specifically looking for the theoretical scholars and foundations
that PHS may have based this work on –– any actual materials or
articles, I would love to see them.
Some of the most fundamental theoretical contributions to Powderhouse’s design are
enumerated below, along with suggested introductory resources for those interested in further
exploration:
1. Constructionism, especially as articulated by Seymour Papert, in addition to related
perspectives of constructivism as articulated by Jean Piaget, Eleanor Duckworth, and
Bärbel Inhelder and as practiced by communities like Reggio Emilia.
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a. Papert, S. (1980). Mindstorms: Children, computers, and powerful ideas. Basic
Books, Inc..
b. Piaget, J. (1973). To understand is to invent: The future of education.
c. Piaget, J., & Duckworth, E. (1970). Genetic epistemology. American Behavioral
Scientist, 13(3), 459480.
d. Duckworth, E. (1986). Teaching as research. Harvard Educational Review, 56(4),
481496.
e. Rinaldi, C. (2004). In dialogue with Reggio Emilia: Listening, researching and
learning. Routledge.
2. Related to Piaget and Papert’s work, the sociohistorical and sociocultural approaches of
activity theory, including and especially the work of the situated cognition community,
including Lave and Wenger, Bakhtin, and Rogoff, and modernday critics resonant with
that tradition like Lisa Delpit.
a. Delpit, L. (1988). The silenced dialogue: Power and pedagogy in educating other
people's children. Harvard Educational Review, 58(3), 280299.
b. Lave, J., & Wenger, E. (1991). Situated learning: Legitimate peripheral
participation. Cambridge university press.
c. Rogoff, B. (2008). Observing sociocultural activity on three planes: Participatory
appropriation, guided participation, and apprenticeship. Pedagogy and practice:
Culture and identities, 5874.
d. Bakhtin, M. M. (1994). The Bakhtin reader: selected writings of Bakhtin,
Medvedev, and Voloshinov.
3. Activity theory, particularly as framed by those in the culturalhistorical psychology
community like Lev Vygotsky, Sergei Rubinstein, and Alexei Leont'ev.
a. Vygotsky, L. S. (1997). The collected works of LS Vygotsky: Problems of the
theory and history of psychology (Vol. 3). Springer Science & Business Media.
b. Kozulin, A. (1986). The concept of activity in Soviet psychology: Vygotsky, his
disciples and critics. American Psychologist, 41(3), 264.
c. Leont’ev, A. N. (1978). Activity, consciousness, and personality.
4. Social reformers and pragmatists, especially those theorizing symbolic interactionism,
handson learning, and experiential education, like John Dewey and George Herbert
Mead
a. Dewey, J. (2007). Experience and education. Simon and Schuster.
b. Dewey, J. (1958). Experience and nature (Vol. 471). Courier Corporation.
c. Mead, G. H. (1967). Mind, self, and society: From the standpoint of a social
behaviorist (Works of George Herbert Mead, Vol. 1).
5. Theories of grounded and situated cognition, as typified by the approach of those
including Lucy Suchman and John Seely Brown.
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a. Suchman, L. A. (1988). Representing practice in cognitive science. Human
Studies, 11(23), 305325.
b. Brown, J. S., Collins, A., & Duguid, P. (1989). Situated cognition and the culture
of learning. Educational researcher, 18(1), 3242.
6. The Frankfurt School of critical theory, as typified by Paulo Freire, Georg Simmel, and
Georg Lukács.
a. Lukács, G. (1972). History and class consciousness: Studies in Marxist
dialectics. MIT Press.
b. Simmel, G. (1964). The sociology of Georg Simmel (Vol. 92892). Simon and
Schuster.
c. Freire, P. (2018). Pedagogy of the oppressed. Bloomsbury Publishing USA.
d. Freire, P. (2000). Pedagogy of freedom: Ethics, democracy, and civic courage.
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers.
7. Theories of embodied cognition, especially the neuroscientific perspectives of Damasio
and Varela and the cognitive science perspectives of Lakoff and Hofstadter.
a. Varela, F. J., Thompson, E., & Rosch, E. (1991). The embodied mind: Cognitive
science and human experience.
b. Lakoff, G., & Johnson, M. (1999). Philosophy in the flesh: The embodied mind
and its challenge to western thought (Vol. 28). New York: Basic books.
c. Johnson, M. (2006). Mind incarnate: from Dewey to Damasio. Daedalus, 135(3),
4654.
d. Hofstadter, D. R. (2001). Analogy as the core of cognition. The analogical mind:
Perspectives from cognitive science, 499538.
In addition to these, extensive background research regarding a wide variety of Powderhouse’s
design elements (ranging from its later start time to the connection between projectbased work
and culturally responsive approaches) was included in the first version of the Innovation Plan.
These citations and background research were removed from the current Innovation Plan after
feedback regarding its length and clarity. We’ve pulled them out into a separate document here,
but they are best understood as citations in the context of the plan’s narrative text.
In addition to these references, Powderhouse has been working with various, local graduate
schools of education to further ground its design in research, and has been collating extensive
literature reviews as part of its fellowship design and training process. These reviews are
available upon request.
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A slide at a public presentation said that the student body would
reflect the youth of Somerville and yet the presenter said it would
reflect the population of SHS. Which one is it? Why are we so late in
the process without having a clear understanding?
The student body at Powderhouse will reflect the makeup of Somerville youth. This is written
into the Innovation Plan on page 18 and elsewhere. The reference to Somerville High was
shorthand as Powderhouse will largely serve high school aged students.

In the proposal there appears to be references to staff using district
resources for their own learning. I don’t know what that is, and I’d like
to have a dollar cost and an estimate of how much time would be
used on that.
These references regard staff’s professional development in the context of their domain
expertise, program of study, and supporting skills in their role as an educator. Powderhouse has
not finalized budgets or schedules for this; however, cohort staff and Powderhouse leadership
would be responsible for scheduling these opportunities and work appropriately and ensuring
they are selected to benefit the experience and outcomes of Powderhouse students.

Given that PHS has no time limit on graduation –– that a student
could graduate from high school in 3 years or up to 6 or 7 years ––
has the range of years of a student potentially being enrolled been
accounted in the different financial calculations?
There is no time limit on graduation at Powderhouse, just as there isn’t at Somerville High.
Students graduate when they meet their school’s graduation requirements. Inspired by models
like Boston Day and Evening Academy, Powderhouse uses a competencybased promotion
system, ensuring youth are prepared for whatever postsecondary option they’ve chosen.
With regards to financial modelling, students bring the same per pupil allotment with them to the
District whether they are in their second or sixth year at Powderhouse. If they stay longer than is
typical because they haven’t yet met their graduation requirements, their PPA still flows to the
District and will function in financial models the same way as any other student’s.
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Regarding Special Ed: given the apparent flexibility of the schedule,
there’s real concern about how will services be delivered on the
service grid? How can a parent be assured that those services will be
delivered. There are a number of questions about what kind of
training and experience will the staff will have in order to be able to
address a variety of disabilities?
None of Powderhouse’s autonomies relieve it from its ethical and legal responsibilities to
provide a free and appropriate public education for youth. This extends to delivering all services
on the service delivery grid and ensuring appropriately qualified staff are provided to support
youth’s needs.
Powderhouse’s scheduling flexibility is a strength, not a weakness, in this regard. Specifically, it
means that the time and disposition of service delivery can better reflect:
● capacity and scheduling constraints in the District,
● and ideal service delivery timing and structure for specialists
For additional information related to this, refer to:
● If PHS expects to serve a higherthanusual proportion of students with emotional and
learning disabilities, how will this work with only one SEd specialist on site?
● How will IEP services be scheduled?

On slide 6 [of the curriculum and staffing presentation] there is some
language about staffing structure. It’s really unclear to me what that
text means.
This slide is highlighting the fact that Powderhouse is planning to start small and grow slowly,
overstaffing in its early years with a teamteaching model that will allow staff to strategize and
work together to solve problems as they arise. In its first year, Powderhouse will be at the scale
of one to two, small, traditional classrooms worth of youth, making sure there are plenty of staff
around to support intentional, organizational growth and iteration. With this grounding, the
presentation then moved on to the teaching, learning, services, and other operational details
staff will need to tackle both within Powderhouse and in collaboration with the District to make
the school a success in its first years.
The text from the slide reads:
This level of individualization requires a different approach to staffing. We’ll review the
precise staffing structure later in this presentation.
But two, important things to know are that (1) this would be beginning small and
intentional, the equivalent of one or two classrooms, and (2) staff will be working closely
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together, as a team, in a case management style. This means they will be reviewing the
work each person is doing, what they need, and how things are going individually on a
daily and weekly and monthly basis.
Daybyday, staff will be making course corrections in the work they do and the work
they support youth in doing to achieve the goals captured in their Individualized Learning
Plans.
Powderhouse would be using the flexibility of this staffing model (and its autonomies) to
both work differently with youth, and prototype solutions to design questions with Central
Office and others over time.

In a related question about staffing structure: in the first year at the
public site, we have some estimated budgets of the low and high.
What would that translate to for the first cohort of 3040 students?
How many FTE’s are we talking about? I see in a later slide the
number of staff –– a computational specialist, the ELA specialist, the
case manager. For that first year, what does that staff structure look
like?
With the Superintendent, Powderhouse has recently put together this summary of our staffing
and budget model for the first few years of the school. Once we’re up and running, we’ll be able
to adjust and refine the model based on our actual student body, but this is our best guess at
how to overstaff the school in its first year to make sure Powderhouse is set up to create
excellent learning experiences for our first cohort of students.

In part of your response earlier, you mentioned that parents will assist
with the ILP. It occurred to me that parents who understand these
issues and understand history and science, that know how to
advocate for their children, will have a marked advantage over
families who don’t. How will it be that you will ensure that the quality
of a child’s education at Powderhouse isn’t dependent on their
family’s ability to advocate for them or understand the curriculum?
Systemically, part of Powderhouse’s accountability will involve cohortwide analyses of
Individualized Learning Plans and their progress. Patterns of disparity in Plans’ goals could
represent an equity issue (much as patterns of disparity in master schedule audits can highlight
equity issues), and would be cause for further investigation by leadership, the Board, and
Central Office.
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With that in mind, two, important principles behind Powderhouse’s design are especially
relevant to this question:
1. Depth over breadth — Powderhouse’s emphasis on critical thinking and
selfmanagement is achieved in part through its emphasis on depth of work and angles
of engagement in a project. The Powderhouse team believes this depth is essential to
the quality of youth’s education.
2. The importance of mentorship — In every school, an important function of great teachers
is pushing youth to do things they doubted they could. This could be as simple as
encouraging someone to sign up for the PSAT or as longrunning as a soccer coach
pushing someone to their limit on the field. The same is true at Powderhouse.
Regardless of a family’s advocacy, part of the role of Powderhouse staff is to act as a
trusted expert curating and advocating for youth’s educational options. This is a
significant piece of what is intended by Powderhouse’s incorporation of case
management as a basic structure for staff organization and development at
Powderhouse.
Family’s role in developing the Individualized Learning Plan is to be a part of a holistic
conversation between youth, families, and staff about their personal, academic, professional,
and developmental needs. Staff would be shirking their duty to youth and families if they did not
seek to expose, educate, and encourage families’ involvement in setting effective goals for
youth.
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School Committee questions (Unanswered)
Can we get a one page visual that shows where this school fits into
SPS?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]

Provide details of the STA vote, how many members participated and
what outcome of the vote.
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
Powderhouse Studios does not have this information.
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Constituent questions (Answered)
What is our local spending per student net state aid?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
As of 2017, $18,749.08 per student per year.

How much will PHS tuition be?
As a public school, Powderhouse Studios will not cost anything to those attending, there will be
no tuition.
Like districts like Boston, there will be a sitebased budget calculated per the Innovation School
legislation and Innovation Plan. As of 2016, that budget would be ~$16,100 per student. This
figure does not reflect additional state aid or outside fundraising which would augment
Powderhouse’s budget.

How many students are currently in outofdistrict placement? What
are their needs and current school tuitions? Which are PHS likely to
recruit back?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
Currently, there are ~125 Somerville students enrolled in Separate Schools, Residential
Facilities, or Homebound/Hospital placements. That figure does not include parentallyplaced
private school students with disabilities.
In 2015, the average outplacement tuition was ~4.8x the average indistrict expenditure pupil, or
$79,804 per outplaced student per year. The majority of students ageeligible for Powderhouse
at the time had indications for Intellectual, Emotional, Communication disabilities.
Powderhouse is especially likely to recruit youth who would benefit from a smaller, more
intimate environment and/or working on more handson projects of their own design. This can
include but is not limited to diagnoses including anxiety, spectrum disorders, languagebased
learning disabilities, emotional regulation issues, et al.
For those interested in the research behind this, some introductory references are included
below (and further details from Powderhouse’s work with local graduate schools of education on
this thread are available upon request):
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1. Filippatou, D., & Kaldi, S. (2010). The Effectiveness of ProjectBased Learning on Pupils
with Learning Difficulties Regarding Academic Performance, Group Work and
Motivation. International journal of special education, 25(1), 1726.
2. Doppelt, Y. (2003). Implementation and assessment of projectbased learning in a
flexible environment. International Journal of Technology and Design Education, 13(3),
255272.
3. Carr, T., & Jitendra, A. K. (2000). Using hypermedia and multimedia to promote
projectbased learning of atrisk high school students. Intervention in School and Clinic,
36(1), 4044.
4. Bateman, D. F., & Cline, J. L. (2016). A Teacher's Guide to Special Education. ASCD.
5. Tomlinson, C. A. (2001). How to differentiate instruction in mixedability classrooms.
ASCD.
6. Tomlinson, C. A., & McTighe, J. (2006). Integrating differentiated instruction &
understanding by design: Connecting content and kids. ASCD.
7. Butler, C. J. (2014). Standardsbased intervention: using a standardsbased selfdirected
project to reduce problem behaviors of students with emotional and behavior disorders.
8. Nurenberg, D. (2016). Honoring all learners: The case for embedded honors in
heterogeneous English language arts classrooms. English Education, 49(1), 63.

What are current teachers’ salaries (which informs how many
sections would need to close to cover the anticipated cost)?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
As of 2017, the distribution of step and lane positions within Somerville Public Schools may be
found here, including the 2017 Unit A pay matrix here.

What is a Sheltered English Immersion endorsement?
From the DESE website:
English Language Learners (ELLs) are an important focus of the Massachusetts Board
of Elementary and Secondary Education's (BESE) Proficiency Gap Task Force. Closing
the proficiency gap depends on teachers having the skills and knowledge necessary to
instruct ELLs. Sheltered English Immersion (SEI) is an approach to teaching academic
content in English to ELLs. Generally, but not always, ELLs are in the same classrooms
as native Englishspeaking students. To better serve these students, all core academic
teachers and those administrators who supervise and evaluate core academic teachers
are required to obtain an SEI teacher or SEI administrator endorsement.
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With little outreach and Englishonly materials how can Powderhouse
Studios reasonably enlist a proportional number of Hispanic
students? The current PHS materials are Englishonly, how have they
managed to preenroll a representative population of students from
nonEnglish speaking families? How will the targeting efforts be
organized to have a representative pool of candidates?
If approved, Powderhouse Studios would work closely with the Parent Information Center,
Central Office, and Somerville Family Learning Collaborative (in addition to SomerViva and
community organizations like The Welcome Project) to establish an effective enrollment
outreach program. In the future, this may include in and afterschool offerings throughout
middle schools in Somerville, in addition to free vacation programming.

What happens if there are very few applicants from certain group?
How you ensure fair representation?
The details of the lottery are still being finalized with the District; however, the lottery’s current
design corrects for under and overrepresentation of certain groups among families who
register. The lottery is designed to enroll a smaller, representative cohort over a larger,
unrepresentative cohort. It is true, however, that if Powderhouse fails to attract any families
from certain subgroups, then it would simply be prohibited from enrolling youth in that year,
under the current proposal.

Isn’t the PHS mission similar to the Next Wave School as well? Could
PHS fold into Next Wave instead of being a separate entity? Why
couldn’t Powderhouse Studios be folded into NW/FC?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
Next Wave/Full Circle is a therapeutic environment, with a significant emphasis on counseling
support. This corresponds to a number of design elements unique to Next Wave/Full Circle.
For further detail on the challenges of folding Powderhouse into an existing context, refer to:
● Could PHS (in full or in part) exist within SHS, or become an extended program like El
Sistema? Why couldn’t the innovations of Powderhouse Studios part of Somerville High
School? There are many appealing elements to Powderhouse. However, why does this
school have to be independent?
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Could PHS (in full or in part) exist within SHS, or become an extended
program like El Sistema? Why couldn’t the innovations of
Powderhouse Studios part of Somerville High School? There are
many appealing elements to Powderhouse. However, why does this
school have to be independent?
Powderhouse Studios certainly hopes that the design, professional, and curriculum
development work it has and will do can have much broader relevance throughout the district,
including at Somerville High School. Powderhouse believes that it is important to establish an
independent sandbox to effectively prototype these materials and services.
Beyond this, a small, intimate environment is essential to Powderhouse’s design. This is hard to
reconcile with a full, comprehensive high school like Somerville High School. Of course that
same scale and comprehensiveness enables Somerville High School to offer a wide variety of
experiences Powderhouse would be unable to.
Through a thorough review of a wide variety of programs and schoolwithinaschool models
and associated research (including interviews with program and school leaders), it has become
clear that the challenges of a schoolwithinaschool model are sizable, and require a significant,
compelling educational reason to incur.
For further detail, refer to:
● Could Powderhouse Studios develop a fact sheet which has two columns  Column 1
Full Wave/Next Circle and Column 2 Powderhouse Studios? // Could we also have a
snapshot of three different "student days" for Powderhouse Studios and Full Circle/Next
Wave?

Given the new design of the high school, and the apparent
consolidation of offices on Central Hill, why are we expanding?
Powderhouse Studios' role as a sandbox benefits from an independent site, and its design was
not incorporated into the Somerville High School Building Project. For further details on this and
some of the challenges associated with a schoolwithinaschool approach, refer to:
● “Could PHS (in full or in part) exist within SHS, or become an extended program like El
Sistema? Why couldn’t the innovations of Powderhouse Studios part of Somerville High
School? There are many appealing elements to Powderhouse. However, why does this
school have to be independent?”
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Can you share the financial plan for PHS? // Where can I find the the
financial analysis/model showing the school saves the district in the
long term? // What is the school’s projected budget for first 3 years?
How much of that is from district, how much is from the XQ grant? //
What will happen when the startup fundraising runs out?
See above answers:
● What is the proposed budget for Powderhouse Studios in years 1, 2, and 5? // Provide a
detailed budget for the first five years of operation, including both district and grant
funded expenses, salaries, equipment, etc.
● Once the XQ grant runs out, how will PHS be sustained financially?

Will my taxes increase? Homeowners are receiving increases for the
new high school and the green line already.
No. No tax increases are proposed as part of the Powderhouse Studios proposal.

How would the existing district budget be redistributed if PHS is
authorized? Will existing district programs could be closed?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
Powderhouse Studios is budgeted on a lower average per capita than the District at large.
Through a mix of offsetting charter, independent/homeschooling enrollment, and special
education outplacement, along with bringing additional funds into the district through its outside
fundraising, in addition to state programs like the Expanded Learning Time and Innovation
Career Pathways Initiative, the District is confident that Powderhouse’s effective per capita will
be within the current spread for Somerville Public Schools and will not result in the closure of
any existing district programs.

Should the resources to innovate go to a new school serving a small
group of students, or to the existing schools serving many?
Two of the challenges of innovation in education are that:
1. It often requires sandboxing. Even an innovation which will eventually serve many youth
can rarely be effectively designed or prototyped at scale from day one. You cannot
innovate without risking difficulty and failure, and it would be irresponsible to do this at
scale. Also, being able to prototype, understand, and coursecorrect requires a small,
agile sandbox.
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2. No one school can serve every student equally well. One of public education’s
challenges is figuring out how to provide a wide variety of programmatic options and
supports with limited resources and contexts to do so.
The Powderhouse team believes that the need, scale, and opportunity Powderhouse Studios
represents makes a compelling case for trying Powderhouse by beginning small and
intentionally. If the District sees value in what Powderhouse prototypes, the District, School
Committee, and community at large will be wellequipped with an operating example to
understand how these innovations might be spread more broadly in the District.

How has the XQ award been spent to date? And how will it be spent in
the future?
Thus far, the XQ award has been spent primarily on staffing the design team for Powderhouse
Studios, in addition to expenses associated with insurance, legal counsel, architecture services,
and similar professional services and supports.
In the future, the XQ award will be primarily spent on supporting:
● Central Office efforts and costs involved in supporting the development of the
Powderhouse model
● startup costs of Powderhouse itself (including overstaffing in its opening years)
● the development of districtwide programming for youth and staff grounded in
Powderhouse’s professional and curriculum development offerings
● establishing the research and design programs and partnerships to support the ongoing
development of tools, materials, programs, and evaluations core to Powderhouse’s
program

Would supporting Powderhouse Studios potentially cut from other
district programs? Would it require cutting budget from other
schools?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
Currently, between additional state aid, Powderhouse’s outside fundraising, and its lower per
capita budget, there is no expectation that any existing district programs or school budgets will
be cut. In the longer run, the District expects Powderhouse’s effect through increasing
enrollment to be a net positive for the District, especially given the District’s size and the current
spread of resources across different schools.
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Can you explain in lay terms the weighted lottery algorithm? How
would PHS’s weighted lottery work, especially with regard to
considering gender? How is Powderhouse Studios going to have a
weighted lottery and ensure fit?
The details of the lottery’s implementation are currently being finalized with the District.
However in lay terms, the lottery’s design guarantees that the youth who end up enrolling in
Powderhouse Studios would match the socioeconomic, demographic, and academic profile of
youth in the district.
With regards to gender, the current proposal for the lottery includes gender among the weights.
Because reliable data on nonbinary/genderqueer identifying youth in Somerville is not
available, we are proposing that those selecting a nonbinary/genderqueer gender identity (or
declining to select one) will be included in the lottery as though they’ve selected both genders,
with their weights adjusted to prevent doublecounting.
While this is not an ideal solution, gender diversity and balance are essential for the healthy
culture of a school (especially a school with an emphasis on technical skills, which are
associated with issues of stereotype threat and other cultural issues affecting youth’s
experience).

Is the schools for Somerville residents only?
Out of District enrollment in Somerville schools is technically possible at any of Somerville’s
schools, but financial and other agreements must be made by both the sending and receiving
Districts, and it is quite rare. Total out of District enrollment at Powderhouse is capped at 20% in
the Innovation Plan.

Would there be sibling preference?
The Innovation Plan leaves the possibility of sibling preference open, but a final determination
would be made by the District Integration Working Group. We think this is important for family
convenience, but there are also important equity elements to consider.

Can Powderhouse Studios share the preenrollment demographic
data?
The families who have preregistered optionally indicated additional demographic information
(including SPED, ELL status). Evaluations of breadth and diversity of interest have been made
by sampling preenrollment data. Powderhouse is happy to compile comprehensive aggregate,
anonymized demographic data by sending out additional surveys to those preregistered or
working with the District to crossreference registrations.
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Has the curriculum/design of PHS been reviewed by Special
Education department?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
Powderhouse Studios has been meeting with Christine Trevisone, Director of Special
Education, since July 2018, to review and revise Powderhouse’s design, and account for
necessary operational differences in implementing Powderhouse’s model. A Special Education
staff member would also be part of the District Integration Working Group.

If PHS expects to serve a higherthanusual proportion of students
with emotional and learning disabilities, how will this work with only
one SEd specialist on site?
Powderhouse will begin with one SPED and clinical specialist in its first year with 40 total
students—a ratio close to that of Somerville High—but will expand the SPEDcertified
positions—both in total number and by hiring dualcertified staff—in response to the needs of
the student body enrolled.
That said, it’s important to note that Powderhouse is committed to serving a student body that is
representative of their corresponding cohorts in the Somerville Public Schools and supportive,
inclusive, and successful for SPED students, but is not creating a therapeutic environment
aimed specifically at serving SPED students.

Will a special ed student be able to have his special ed services met?
How? Speech, OT, Physical Social Skills.
Yes, Powderhouse will be responsible for providing appropriately qualified staff and all the same
services as any other district school. The specifics of how these services will be provided
depends on the nature and distribution of students’ needs.
For additional, related information, refer to:
● How will IEP services be scheduled?
● If PHS expects to serve a higherthanusual proportion of students with emotional and
learning disabilities, how will this work with only one SEd specialist on site?
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It's stated that this is a district public school. How can this be If only
160 students can benefit? And how is the lottery fair? How can you be
certain special ed students will win a lottery?
The size of a school doesn’t make it more or less public. Powderhouse’s program is not
exclusive, it’s simply a kind of program which can’t be large. The District could, if it chose to,
decide to start many programs “like” Powderhouse.
The lottery is weighted to ensure that the group who enrolls at Powderhouse matches youth in
Somerville socioeconomically, demographically, and academically (including proportion of youth
with special education needs). This means that even if special education needs are
underrepresented in the lottery pool, the lottery adjusts for this automatically, ensuring those
youth receive a chance in proportion to the incidence of special education needs districtwide.

Is the school meeting some urgent unmet need or it is just an
alternative?
The Powderhouse team—and many families with whom we’ve worked or talked over the
years—believe that there are youth for whom Powderhouse represents an important and
essential enough need so as to be described as urgent.

Can Somerville secure the resources for PHS without sacrificing other
programs?
Yes. For further detail, see “Would supporting Powderhouse Studios potentially cut from other
district programs? Would it require cutting budget from other schools?”

Shouldn’t SPS own Intellectual Property rights since PHS is part of
the school district?
The current proposal ensures that SPS retains licensefree rights to all intellectual property
generated within Powderhouse in perpetuity. The proposed intellectual property policy simply
ensures that youth, staff, and partners do not lose access to their intellectual property.
Additional research and precedent for public institutions’ (including secondary schools’)
approaches to intellectual property are available here.

What are the other district priorities or initiatives that may be delayed
or sidelined due to investment (time/resources) in PHS?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
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None have been identified nor are expected. Powderhouse’s outside fundraising will be able to
offset and enhance Central Office capacity required to support its launch.

How is Winter Hill a fair comparison to what Powderhouse Studios
wants to do? What autonomies does Winter Hill has?
We believe the Innovation School legislation offers a unique mechanism for staff and building
leaders to sandbox, prototype, and adapt their schools’ designs and policies to the specific
needs and capacities of their youth and staff. Like Powderhouse, the Winter Hill Community
Innovation School used the Innovation School legislation to develop an Innovation Plan securing
autonomy in the design and disposition of some of its professional development programming.
Those interested in further detail are referred to Winter Hill’s Innovation Plan.

How will the PHS governing board will be selected/vetted?
The Innovation Plan specifies a certain makeup to the board (e.g. including parents, university
partners, staff and youth representatives, etc.), however the bylaws which would specify the
precise procedures for selection and vetting have not yet been drafted, and would be part of the
responsibility of the District Integration Working Group to establish.

Will students be prepared to take the MCAS? How will MCAS be
integrated in Powderhouse Studios?
Yes, the state’s standardized testing requirements are unchanged for Powderhouse Studios.
Ongoing, lightweight formative assessments aligned with the MCAS and SAT Suite will be used
by staff to inform project work and small group academic support for youth.

Will the state curriculum be followed and will teachers be required to
be licensed?
Powderhouse is seeking curricular autonomy to cover the state’s civics requirements alongside
Common Core Math and ELA requirements, subject to the same state standardized testing
requirements (currently MCAS) as any other public school.

Will Powderhouse Studios seek a ParentLiaison position that is
bilingual?
Yes, absolutely.
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There is a shortage of counselors, specialists, liaisons, and other
support staff. How the PHS staffing needs affect the rest of the
district?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
Powderhouse will be retaining its own support staff; as of this time the District does not expect
Powderhouse’s staffing needs to affect the rest of the District.

How will the Powderhouse Studios schedule allow students to access
extracurriculars?
Powderhouse’s flexible scheduling means that youth will be able to participate in
extracurriculars available at Somerville High School or elsewhere. Powderhouse will be
responsible for all logistics and transportation involved in this.
Coordinating with families and youth, Powderhouse staff will treat youth’s extracurriculars as
external projects, analogous to an internship. In particular, this means Powderhouse staff will
also seek to connect youth’s extracurricular work back to project work and similar within
Powderhouse.
This structure is enabled by two, important elements of Powderhouse’s design:
1. A competencybased approach means that when youth aren’t present at Powderhouse,
they are not missing direct instruction, they are simply not continuing on project work.
2. The fact that Powderhouse’s day and year are longer mean that even if someone were
to, e.g., participate in four seasons of sports, they would still be well over the state’s
learning time requirements.
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Constituent questions (Unanswered)
What will be the administrative rules to ensure accountability and
fairness?
[ Awaiting additional district information ]
Unclear what this is asking.
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